I. INTRODUCTION
As the ever-shrinking transistor approaches atomic proportions, Moore's law inust confront the small scaIe granularity of the world: we cannot build wires thinner than atoms. Worse still, at atomic dimensions we must contend with the laws of quantum mechanics. For example, suppose one bit is encoded as the presence or the absence of an electron in a small region,l
Since we know very precisely where the electron is located, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle dictates that we cannot know its momentum with high accuracy. Since its speed might be large, a Iqge potential is needed to keep it in place. A quantitative analysis of the situation leads experts from NCSU, SRC I and Intel [24] to derive fundamental limitations on the scalability of any computing device which moves electrons.
Yet these same quantum effects also facilitate a radically dif-' ferent form of computation [7] . Theoretically, quantum computers could outperform their classical counterparts when solving certain discrete problems [SI. A successful large-scale implementation of Shor's integer factorization [I 81 would compromise the'RSA cryptosystem used in electronic commerce. On the other hand, quantum effects also allow perfectly secure public-key cryptography [3] . Indeed 
so that quantum computers inherently allow for probabilistic computation. Second and far more significant, n qubits collectively may store moreinformation than that stored by n isolated (local) one-qubit states. Meaning, the axioms of quantum mechanics demand an n-qubit quantum state be a sum of terms zb I&) for each of the 2'.bit strings b. Thus n quantum bits in particular store 2n probabilities of observing each bit string. Enrunglement is the physical effect allowing
this. An example is the two-qubit register (100) +-11 l})/a, where the strings 00 and 11 are .observed with equal probabil: ity but 0 1, 10 are never observed.
Physically, qubits are stored in quantum-mechanical systems, such as the nuclear spins of atoms or ions, or the current in a superconductor. Quantum logic gates can be applied to selected qubits in an n-qubit register and modify the value of the register. The gate might be applied by an RF pulse or a laser beam. Usually, gates that act on three or more qubits are prohibitively difficult to implement directly and must be decomposed into a sequence of two-qubit gatesr61. Two-qubit gates may in tum be decomposed into circuits containing one-qubit gates, and a canonical two-qubit gate called the controlled-not (CNOT). The CNOT can be thought of as an XOR gate that prevents loss of information by preserving one of the input values.
The first published algorithm to-carry out a two-qubit gate decomposition implemented an n-qubit quantum gate by a circuit containing 0(n34") CNOT gates [2] . Further improvements use clever circuit transformations and/or Gray codes [5, 1, 191 . Finally, a different technique [ I l l has led to circuits with a CNOT-count of 4" -2"+'. These numbers compare to the theoretical, dimension-based lower bound of rk(4" -3n -1)1 [16]. Yet prior algorithms remain a factor of four away and fare poorly for small n. Each requires at least 8 CNOT gates for n = 2, while the lower bound is three. In,constrast, hand-optimized two-qubit operators [23, 4] while the generic decomposition of [ I I ] achieves 48 CNOTs and a specialty circuit [20] achieves 40.
In our work, we implement an arbitrary n-qubit operator using (1 12) x 4" -3 x 2"-' + I CNOT gates. This represents an improvement by a factor of two over the best known results for both the 3-qubit and n-qubit case. The 3-qubit count is 21 CNOTs, while the n-qubit count is a factor of two away from the lower bound of (4n -3n -1)/4. We also discuss efficient . circuits for initializing quantum registers and consider how architectural considerations can affect circuit size. As this paper reports exploratory work on a revolutionary computing technology, we do not necessarily seek working prototypes. Instead, we emphasize fundamental results and attempt to gain a better understanding of the structure of quantum circuits.
.
GATES FOR QUANTUM LOGIC
Let n beihe number of qubits, N = 2". The qubit is the simplest possible quantum mechanical system, with only a twodimensional state space. To bring out the analogy with a classical bit, we pick basis vectors 10) and I I). Note, however, that in general the state of a qubit is described by a complex vector If U was a 2 x 2 matrix, then the left and right matrices areup to scalars -R, matrices. The center matrix is an R, matrix. Collecting the scalars, we obtain the adveqised decomposition.
We next describe a very useful two-qubit gate that can be implemented in practice. The controlled-not (CNOT) gate quantizes the classical reversible two-input two-output logic gate which inverts the second bit if the first is 1. Several CNOTs are depicted in Fig. 3 . We write CJ for a CNOT If a 2f x 2 P unitary U1 acts on a p-qubit register and a 2 4 x 24 unitary U2 acts on a g-qubit register, then the joint action on a combined n = p + g register is nof a block matrix but rather the Kronecker (tensor) product U1 @U2 (e.g. [4] ). As a matrix, U1 @ U2 is blockwise a matrix of multipIes of U2, where the multiples are the entries of U1 . Since tensors are cheap in the circuit language, we hope to recognize such factors.
T H E QUANTUM MUX AND ITS lMPLEMENTATlON
'A quuntum multiplexor is a gate acting on k + 1 qubits of which one is designated as the control qubit. Depending on whether the control bit carries 0 or 1, the gate performs either uo or U I on the remaining k bits. If the control bit is the highest order bit, the MUX ma& is block diagonal:
The CNOT is a good example of a quantum multiplexor. Another variant is the uniformly k-controlled R, gate [ 19) . Such a gate operates on k + 1 qubits, of which k are controls and one is the target. A different R, is applied to the target for each control bit-string. If the target is the lowest order bit, then the matrix is block diagonal, with the i-th 2 x 2 block a R,(9i) gate given control-string i. Encoding the parameters 8, into a diagonal matrix 6, the uniformly controlled rotation is given by e-i0a6/2: A uniformly controlled Rz gate with k controls requires only Zk CNOT gates and Zk gates R,, per Fig. 1 . A ( k + I)-qubit quantum multiplexor can be implemented using two k-qubit gates and a uniformly k-controlled Rz gate.
To see this, we formulate an equation for the required gates and solve it. We want unitary v, w and unitary diagonal d satisfying
TO find them, define d and v by diagonalizing agT = vd2vT. Then w = dvTh. As d @ z r = eioz@"ogd, it is a uniformly controlled R, gate controlled on the low order bits. 
rv. SYNTHESIS OF UNITARY OPERATORS
Recall from Section I1 the Cosine-Sine decomposition:
The left and right factors a b and a' @ b' are quantum multiplexors. The central factor may be written eio@0g(c-is)/2. In analogy with uniformly controlled R, gates, we call this a uniformly controlled Ry gate, It may also be implemented using 
v. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Certain common primitives in classical computering are not available for quantum computation. For example, intializing an n-quantum bit register requires Q(2") gates rather than n, since an amplitude a, is set for each bit string. Moreover, some architectures only allow gate operations on neighboring qubits.
We next describe how to optimally initialize a quantum register from 10) to a given n-qubit state /$). Cancellations between these two circuits reduce the count to 2'+' -2n -2 CNOTs [ 151.
, Second, we note that our circuits adapt well to qubit-chain libraries, where qubits are ordered in a sequence and only CNOTs between adjacent qubits are allowed. Most CNOT gates used in our decomposition already act on nearest neighbors, e.g. those gates implementing the two-qubit operators. Moreover, Fig. 1 shows that only 2"-k CNOT gates of length k (where the length of a local CNOT is 1) will appeat in the cir- cuit implementing a uniformly-controlled rotation with n control bits. Fig. 3 decomposes a length k CNOT into 4k -4 length 1 CNOTs. It follows that 9 x 2"-' -8 nearest-neighbor CNOTs suffice to implement the uniformly controlled rotation. Therefore restricting CNOT gates to nearest-neighbor interactions increases CNOT count by at most a factor of nine.
VI. CONCLUSIONS A N D FUTURE WORK
Our approach to quantum circuit synthesis emphasizes simplicity, a well-pronounced top-down structure, and practical computation via the Cosine-Sine decomposition. By introducing the quantum multiplexor, we have reinterpreted the Cosine-Sine dec%mp^osition to allow recursive implementation of quantum gates. While applying our methods to the problem of 3-qubit circuit synthesis is presently the best approach, future specialty techniques developed to solve this problem can be used as terminal cases of our recursion. We have also discussed various problems specific to quantum computation, specifically initialization of quantum registers and mapping to the nearcst-neighbor gate library.
As seen in 
